
Understanding the Schedule of Replacement Values (SRV)

1. A summary of the most recent valuation showing the building sections and common
property improvements, professional fees, demolition costs and VAT.

2. The “building rate” per square metre per valuation and escalated for inflation in years
in between physical valuations

3. The total sum insured plus the escalation for the year of insurance and during
reconstruction and redesign.

4. These first two columns of the table identify the actual section number. The Door
numbers are also shown as they often differ from section numbers. This allows
owners to quickly identify their sections.

5. The floor areas and pq (participation quota) are shown so that owners can understand 
their participation in the building as well as get an idea as to whether or not they are
adequately covered. An owner will refer to his or her floor area, multiply what they
believe a fair rate would be, add on the professional fees, VAT and demolition and
decide whether or not to increase their sum insured.

6. Additional sums column - An owner decides whether or not improvements made to
their own section are adequately covered, and if not, will ask the body corporate to
increase their sum insured by adding a sum in this column. The additional premium
charged will be recovered from that owner. Where owners permit their bondholders,
the banks/mortgagors will also instruct additional sums to be added to cover the
bonds over these properties. Owners who are not happy with the additional sum
requested by their bank need to engage with their bank to remedy the sum insured.
Always remember that when you signed for your bond, you gave your bondholder
the right to do things such as increase your property insurance. If you are unhappy
about paying unnecessary additional insurance, discuss this with your bank. Ask your
managing agent to guide you here. If you do not have a managing agent, find out who
the brokers used by your managing agent or trustees are and seek some advice. Ask
your bank to reduce the sum and show them why. You can always ask your managing
agent for a copy of the actual valuation – it’s not a secret document, and which should 
be presented at the AGM.

7. A Unit = Section + Undivided share in the common property. Whilst we cannot split the 
building up, we can at least (in many cases and to some degree) separate some of the
common area improvements over and above the actual building sections. This helps
so that owners can get a better idea of what their actual unit sum insured is versus
their residual section which may need topping up under the additions column 6 above.

More about this schedule (SRV) and sectional title insurance can be found on the Addsure 
website www.addsure.co.za
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